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Reviewed by David E. Rowe 
Pace University. Pleasantville, New York 10570 
In the preface of his delightful Concise History of Mathematics (3rd ed., 1966), 
Dirk Struik wrote: “It is time that the history of mathematics from 1900 to 1950 be 
written, if only in the form of a ‘concise history.‘” Nearly twenty years have 
passed since Struik issued this plea, but the gap still remains to be filled. George 
Temple, formerly Sedleian Professor of Natural Philosophy at Oxford, has now 
written a book that purports to do so by surveying the main developments in 
mathematics from 1870 to 1970. In truth it presents a great deal more information 
about work that was done before 1870 than after 1950. One finds, for example, 
many more references to Cauchy, Riemann, and Weierstrass than to Weyl, Siegel 
(who is never even mentioned!), and Weil. Thus the hundred-year period 1850- 
1950 would be a more accurate description of its actual contents, with the empha- 
sis falling on the first fifty years. 
Temple has a decidedly British outlook on modern mathematics, as one might 
perhaps assume from the subtitle of his book-which is strong on analysis and 
mathematical physics, but weak in areas that are strongly rooted in modern alge- 
bra and topology. The work is arranged in three parts: (I) Number, (2) Space, and 
(3) Analysis. The first two give rather superficial summaries of the foundations of 
real analysis, geometry, topology, and vector algebra. The third is much more 
substantive and constitutes more than half of the book. Here one finds long 
sections devoted to ordinary differential equations, potential theory, the calculus 
of variations, and distribution theory, which give valuable synopses of many 
important publications in these fields. Other topics that also receive substantial 
attention include integration theory, set theory, mathematical logic, and nonstan- 
dard analysis. 
Had the author confined himself to these fields, he might well have produced a 
substantial and coherent book. The material in the first and third parts dovetails 
fairly nicely and could easily have been expanded to a work of the present size. 
The chief problem with the present volume lies in the middle portion, which 
attempts to “throw in” vector and tensor analysis, foundations of geometry, 
differential geometry, topology, and algebraic geometry in fewer than 100 pages, 
making the whole thing read like a cut-and-paste collection of definitions and 
theorems. In accounting for the omission of such fundamental areas as complex 
variable theory, modern algebra, and (surprisingly enough, considering the impor- 
tance of the British contribution) probability and statistics, Temple rightly points 
out that “the writer has to choose between intelligibility and comprehension, and 
it seemed better to treat some subjects in detail, rather than to attempt to include 
all subjects in one volume. . . .” Unfortunately, he appears to have forgotten 
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tl?is maxim somewhere along the way, for his book is neither comprehensive nor 
al ways intelligible. 
Obviously there is a very difficult selection problem that must be dealt with 
h:re, and an author should not be unduly castigated for sins of omission, immense 
al; these may be. He should, however, be held somewhat accountable for what he 
cIlooses to include in such a survey, and in this particular case the selection 
criteria often seem to be out of step with the mainstream developments in mathe- 
n.atics. A large amount of space is devoted to philosophical or quasi-mathematical 
a)ntributions made by figures like Alfred North Whitehead and Bertrand Russell. 
Thus the section on “Theories of Distance” contains lengthy accounts of a num- 
b:r of obscure ideas that never seem to have made a ripple in the great sea of 
modern mathematics. At the same time, the influence of the Bourbaki tradition is 
o 3nfined to a tiny paragraph on the penultimate page of the book. The “philosoph- 
ic.al” remarks in the introduction and conclusion contain little that is substantive, 
ald, in general, tend to blur the distinction between philosophizing about mathe- 
matics (in the spirit of Whitehead and Russell) and actually doing mathematics. 
Besides giving too much space to unimportant topics, the author overempha- 
SI zes early developments that are familiar to nearly everyone with a nodding 
acquaintance with the history of mathematics. The eight pages devoted to integra- 
tion theory prior to Lebesgue could easily have been reduced to two. Finally, 
from a technical standpoint, this volume leaves a great deal to be desired. There 
are faulty references, misspellings (H. A. Schwarz appears as Schwartz through- 
out), imprecise definitions (e.g., manifold on pp. 66-67), and a very inaccurate 
name index. Moreover, the historical literature (Kline, Hawkins, Grattan-Guin- 
ness et al.) is virtually ignored. From all this one can only conclude that, whatever 
merits it may have as a summary of developments in modern analysis, this was 
definitely not the book Dirk Struik had in mind. 
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The volumes in the Dolciani Mathematical Expositions series, we are told, are 
c:hosen for “their lucid expository style and stimulating mathematical content.” 
iiimed primarily at an undergraduate audience, they are also meant to be of 
